
STUBBS COPSE WOODYARD 
FUEL PRICE LIST 
JANUARY 2024 

 
 

 
We sell quality hardwood in a range of sizes and quantities. Our logs are seasoned for 

up to four years depending on the size and species. 
 

****Seasoned & Kiln Dried Hardwood Deliveries Are Out of Stock**** 
 

SHOP PRICES 

Seasoned Hardwood £5.95 Kiln Dried Hardwood £7.50 
Small Kindling £3.95 Firelighters £1.15 
Large Kindling £5.50 50 Box of Flamers £6.95 

Hardwood Kindling £4.50 Matches From £1.50 

BULK BAGS 

Seasoned Hardwood £110 
Kiln Dried Hardwood  £130 

COAL 

Homefire 25KG £20.50 Brazier 25KG £16.50 
Homefire 10KG £10 Brazier 10KG £8.50 
Multiheat 25KG £17 Charcoal From £12 

 
Our loads of logs include delivery within 10 miles. There is an additional £2 per mile 

thereafter.  
 

Logs are delivered loose on the back of a tripper truck. The quantity of loads is loose 
tipped into the truck, not stacked. 

 
Kindling, coal and firelighters can be added to loads of logs. There is a maximum 
order of 4 bags of coal due to weight restrictions. Orders over 4 bags of coal will 

have to be a separate delivery with variable charges. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 

STUBBS COPSE WOODYARD 
01903 883751 

WWW.STUBBSCOPSE.COM 
 
 

 
 
 

  
MIX & MATCH SMALL BAG DELIVERIES 

 
We are delivering small bags of Logs, Kindling and Bits & Bobs on Fridays. 

 
There is a minimum order of 10 bags. Deliveries must be within 10 miles of us. 

 
Delivery charge is included in the price of the bags. 

 
For orders over 20 bags, we will reduce the price by 50P per bag! 

 
MIX & MATCH 10 – 19 20 + 

Seasoned Hardwood Bags £6.95 £6.45 
Kiln Dried Hardwood Bags £8.50 £8 

Small Kindling £4.95 £4.45 
Large Kindling £6.50 £6 

Hardwood Kindling £5.50 £5 
 

Small bags are available for roadside/driveway delivery only. 
 

Mix & Match is available on Logs & Kindling. 
 

Firelighters can be added to bag deliveries. 
 

 


